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Rolling Along has 10 quilt projects and three small items suitable for these strips. The introduction, called Quiltmaking Basics, is excellent with clear written instructions and diagrams. A newcomer to patchwork would find everything they need to know in this section, especially the importance of ¼" seams. Some of the quilts have appliqué with templates to photocopy. A few darker colored quilts are featured as well as a jolly Christmas quilt. I like the Tote Bag made from shorter strips. The quilting designs are left to the reader's choice. -Patchwork & Quilting magazine.

I wanted the book for her pillow cover with ruffles, using strips. I was very happy with that, have made a couple of those. Will edit this when I get money for a jelly roll "Rolling Along" shows you how to use Jelly Rolls - assorted 2-1/2" fabric strips, all rolled up and ready to go - to make quilts in three easy ways, using only strips, combining strips with scraps, or by salvaging leftover strips from past projects. Read full description. See details and exclusions - Rolling Along: Easy Quilts from 2-1/2 " Strips by Nancy J. Martin. Buy it now. Add to basket.


Rolling Along. Easy Quilts from 2 1/2" Strips. by Nancy J. Martin. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition was published in April 21, 2008 by That Patchwork Place. Grab a bundle of the latest fabric goodies--Jelly Rolls!--and join designer Nancy J. Martin for a batch of quilted treats. Jelly Rolls are made up of assorted 2 1/2" strips, all rolled up and ready to go. Discover Nancy's special tips for making the most of these creative cuts. Use prepackaged strips in 12 traditional designs or simply cut your own strips! Make quilts three ways--use strips only, combine strips with scraps, or salvage leftover strips from past projects Rely on Nancy's easy cutting, sewing, and construction methods for quick quilts from start to finish. Quilt as desired. Quilt shown was quilted in the ditch and with a flower design in the nine patch units (Quilting Diagram). 3. Referring to Sew Easy: Binding Inside Corners on page 8, add binding to quilt. Unit 1 D. Quilting Diagram.
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